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I.

Abstract
Though Italy has been plagued by maschilismo (the Italian word for machismo, or rather,

toxic masculinity) and violent misogyny for as long as it has been a country, there has rarely
been any appropriate insight as to why Italian men are more violent towards their partners, on
average, than other men in the European Union. Italian men have been known as “passionate”
and “possessive,” but rarely it is discussed how poorly these “passionate” men treat their female
partners. Italy has an astounding prevalence rate of 78 percent across the country for
happenstances of domestic violence and an estimated 32 percent of Italian women have been a
victim of sexual violence (United Nations) , yet there have been few attempts to try to rectify
these statistics. Italy has recently elected a known sexual predator, Silvio Berlusconi, former
four-time prime minister, into the European Parliament despite his reputation. So, the question is,
why are women treated this way in Italy and how can it be stopped? My answer to the first part
of that question is Catholicism. I am arguing that Italy’s long and sordid history with the
Catholic church has affected the general Italian public’s perception of women even if the country
is gradually moving away from devout religiosity. This thesis is going to examine how religion
becomes deeply entrenched into the collective consciousness and constructs basic morality and
points of judgement. Even further, how that constructed morality creates impossible standards
for women which can then lead to horrific spiteful violence from their fathers, brothers, and
partners. Religion is a safe space for a lot of Italian women, but it is also a tool in their
destruction.
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II.

Introduction
Though women around the world have made incredible strides and progress regarding

their rights to vote, own property, and have autonomy over their own bodies in the past century,
many women on the peripheries of society are still struggling to find equal footing with their
male countrymen. Women’s rights in western countries, especially in European and the United
States, tend to be seen as a non-issue, but in many rural or less urban pockets of even the most
developed countries, women still suffer under systemic misogyny and face physical, emotional,
and financial abuse from the men in their lives. In my thesis, I will be studying the case of Italy
and its long-standing issue with women’s rights, as well as its current and past use of law and
religion to oppress women and maintain control over their bodies and minds. I do not argue that
Italian men simply exert dominance and oppressive rule over Italian women for no reason or that
they are evil. In this thesis I am making a point to express that the reason why Italian women are
oppressed readily and openly is because of the culture wrought on by centuries old patriarchal
Catholic traditions imbedded into the Italian world purview. Simply, my hypothesis is that Italy’s
long history of Catholicism and religious tradition has negatively influenced the way Italian men
treat their mothers, partners, daughters, and even female strangers. This negative influence takes
shape within rates of domestic violence and sexual assault, abortion laws, female unemployment,
and female representation in the national government.
This thesis is not a country comparison, in that I do not compare any two countries of
similar religious background and their current and historical treatment of women, but instead I
am going to spend the entirety of this thesis solely examining Italy. Though the way I compiled
research is going to be explained later in my methodology section, I wrote based upon the idea
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that religion in Italy is not so much a conscious choice, but instead something deeply ingrained
into the Italian social consciousness. It is somewhat of an inescapable entity. Religion tends to
form and shape the morality and viewpoints of the people who follow it and in Italy’s case it is
no different. The Catholic church is headed by the Pope who is a man, priests must be men, altar
servers are traditionally male, and even employees who work in rectories especially in Vatican
City are male as well. There does not seem to be a place for women within the Catholic church
besides motherhood or perhaps within the nunnery. There is especially not a place for women to
be in power.
Though my methodology section details my case selection and how I initially researched
scholarly articles and structured my thesis around the articles that were available to me, I would
like to mention how important it is that we continue to research what causes extreme cases of
misogyny and oppressive behaviors. It is important that we research these things so we know
how to stop them or at the very least reduce instances of violence towards women by men. It is
not enough that rape, murder, and domestic violence are illegal, people who commit these crimes
must actually be punished accordingly. In addition to this, if my hypothesis is correct and a
historically religious society is to blame for this violence and misogyny, we must work to see
that the way we operate religious institutions changes. I am writing this project to bring
awareness to the gap in literature that examines Catholicism’s influence within the phenomenon
of toxic masculinity and how that leads to a loss of physical and mental autonomy for women.
As an Italian-American woman, I would hope that as I go further in my academic career I can
continue to be an advocate for Italian women and hopefully one day see Italian political and
social culture change for the better.
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III.

Methodology

Why Italy?
Before I explain how I began to choose my articles and literature, I must first explain
why I chose to do my research on Italy. Many countries are extremely Catholic and also plagued
by rampant misogyny, so why my focus on Italy? As it is probably obvious by my last name, I
am Italian. An Italian-American, but an Italian nonetheless. I grew up as a second generation
American. I did not learn Italian until college, but my grandparents immigrated to New York
relatively recently, in the 1950’s, and my parents grew up speaking English as a second
language. I grew up as a practicing Catholic who went to CCD (Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine) class and then church every single Sunday morning until I was in the eighth grade. My
family life consisted of rituals and traditions I didn’t even realize were Italian until I was older.
Under no circumstances was I allowed to eat meat on Christmas Eve, Ash Wednesday, or all the
Fridays during Lent. Almost every home-cooked meal my family had was Italian. Some
variation of meat, pasta, or fish. We went to Italian bakeries and Italian grocery stores for
specialty groceries and bread. I would share prosciutto with all my friends who then said it was
too salty - I still maintain that they are wrong. None of my friends understood why I went to
religion class on Sundays nor did I understand why they went to Chinese school on Saturdays.
Theoretically I knew that since we were different nationalities we would eat differently and have
different rituals and traditions, but I never quite understood why.
Another thing I never quite understood was the violence in my family. As long as I can
remember I’ve always known both my grandfathers were abusive. It wasn’t even an open secret,
it was just something that happened. I knew my father was verbally abusive, but I didn’t find out
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he was physically abusive until years later. These things were treated as completely normal in
my family. Just like CCD class, I knew it was one of those things that I had to deal with and
experience, but I never knew why. My father jovially told me stories about his own father
chasing around him, his sister, and his mother with a butcher knife trying to kill them in a
drunken rage. I knew about my other grandfather beating my grandmother so badly that he left
the house for three days because he thought he killed her and didn’t want to get caught. I vividly
remember one Easter dinner about fifteen years ago, when my grandfather backhanded my
mother, his own daughter, across the face because she got water on the counter as she washed the
dishes. I remember me crying behind the couch and my father taking me outside. He always
refused to go back to my grandfather’s house, though he was physically abusing my mother
around the same time. He never saw his hypocrisy. I remember sitting at the dinner table when I
was told that one of my uncles chose to go back to Italy to find a wife and have a family because
“American women are sluts.” He apparently said this with no regard to the fact that all his sisters
and nieces are American women. Another uncle of mine refuses to let his wife go into the city
alone with her friends because he is convinced she will cheat on him even after thirty years of
marriage and no prior infidelity. That same wife does all the household chores, cooks every
meal, takes care of their pets, and it is still never good enough for him. I have always been aware
of the violence in my family. I knew it wasn’t normal, but I didn’t not know how to stop it and I
also did not understand why none of the women in my family ever left. No matter the abuse they
faced they always stayed. There are no divorced couples in my family - and that is not a good
thing. I could never connect the dots to why or how all the men in my family could be so violent.
These were and are god-fearing people. Every single person in my family has been baptized and
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confirmed. They’ve been forced to church on special occasions and always prayed in their
moments of need. I didn’t realize until adulthood that religion was ultimately their undoing. At
my maternal grandfather’s funeral service, the priest loudly announced that my grandparents had
been married for over fifty years - what an accomplishment he remarked, that their love had
lasted so long. I sat angry in my pew. It was not love, it was obligation. My grandmother is an
uneducated, poor, abused woman who does not speak English in a country that is not her own.
She could not leave. She had no option to leave. My grandmother is also an intensely devout
Catholic. She refuses to eat meat, she won’t accept the Eucharist if she hasn’t fasted, and she
spends all day watching the religious channels on TV while she prays the rosary for hours on
end. As I got older I realized that this was not an issue of violence in my family alone, almost
every Italian-American person I met had problems with familial violence and overbearing and
domineering patriarchal figures. There was a pattern in all of these families: religious devotion,
machismo, an emphasis on sexual morality and double standards, and then finally harsh and
violent fathers, brothers, and uncles. Everything always led back to religion and domination.
Research and Data
The first thing I ever researched for this thesis were journal articles that examined the
relationship with religiosity and domestic violence in Italy. As I mention later in my limitations
section, this proved to be somewhat of an issue. As it stands currently, there are not a lot of
articles that connect religion, misogyny, and Italy, but there are a lot of articles that connect
Catholicism to misogyny and then separately examine Italy’s relationship with Catholicism. I
decided that instead of fruitlessly trying to find a connection between all three I would use these
separate articles and connect the findings myself. I decided that I would limit my modern
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examination of religiosity in Italy to studies done post-WWII and that I would only briefly
discuss Italy’s centuries long affair with the Holy See in order for appropriate background
information. I also decided that I would research women’s rights crises in Italy as a whole, not
necessarily only ones that seemed to be based on religious belief or morality. Then when I found
articles separately examining religiosity and female oppression, I would also research articles
that respectively examined factors that go into why Italian religiosity has risen or fallen or why
women are unemployed, assaulted, and murdered so much more in one area of the country
versus another.
To zero in on the treatment of women in Italy, I decided I would focus on rates of
domestic violence and sexual assault, female unemployment, and Italy’s ostensibly lenient
abortion laws. I initially started with basic statistics of domestic violence, femicide, and sexual
assault in Italy. I found an addendum written by the United Nations Human Rights Council
detailing its findings on women and their treatment in Italy. I also found numerous articles
concerning Italy’s abortion laws and how in its effort to allow doctors the right to refuse to
perform abortions, it in turn, limits a woman’s right to choose. Though this will be discussed in
detail in my case studies, many Italian women end up having to travel to different regions or
even out of the country to procure an abortion. Apart from legal discrimination, I also decided to
examine more recent anecdotal evidence of double-standards and misogyny which are openly
paraded in Italian media. I decided to research the #metoo movement in Italy and found that
most women who come forward about sexual assault or harassment in the workplace are either
vehemently disbelieved or are blamed for their own assaults.
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IV.

Limitation
A massive issue in examining Italy’s religiosity is that the findings across regions and

journals are extremely disjointed and inconsistent. Some researchers will claim that Italy has
experienced a sharp decline in religious participation similar to that of other European countries
like Germany or France, but this does little to explain the rise of far-right xenophobic and
neo-fascist so-called “populist” political parties. In addition to doing little to support my thesis,
we are not yet far enough into the future to appropriately review Italy’s trend in religious
participation. Generally there has been a drop in religious participation, but not nearly as steep as
other, aforementioned, more secular countries. To make things even more confusing, other
researchers have argued that instead of being on the decline, religious participation in Italy has
actually been on the rise in the last two decades. The greatest challenge in understanding this
data is having to understand the dynamics across Italy especially within the northern regions and
the southern regions.
It is widely recognized that southern Italy, so all the regions south of Lazio plus Sardinia,
is relatively poor and underdeveloped compared to the northern regions and Rome. Not
surprisingly, since these regions are so poor and relatively backward both technically and
societally, people who live there tend to be more religious. Initially when compiling my research
I attempted to use journal sources that detailed the origin of economic stratification in Italy
leading back to the Risorgimento and even Medieval Italy. The issue with this is that there is not
much research on it. Not much that I could find at least. So, theoretically I know southern Italy is
poor and thereby being poor, they of course have higher rates of unemployment especially
among youths and women, and they have especially high rates of crime. I also know that
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southern Italy is significantly more religious than northern Italy and I also know that femicide,
domestic violence, and sexual assault are by and far a much more pressing issue in the south than
in the north. The only issues that do not follow these general geographical guidelines are the lack
of access to abortion as well as the general disparaging of the #metoo movement. The issue is not
what I know, but how I can prove it.
There is a very harrowing lack of research on why women are abused so much more in
Italy and southern Europe than in northern and western Europe. It was immensely difficult for
me not only to find scholarly sources detailing the experiences of Italian women in the north
versus the south, but also it was difficult to find any research of the social dissonance between
the north and the south. Most scholarly articles will examine the economic development across
Italy post-WWII and how the north came to be extremely industrious and urban while the south
remained mostly rural farmland with most attempts to industrialize failing immensely. It is
interesting to consider an economic point of view, but ultimately it does not directly aid me in
proving my hypothesis. Ultimately I found the most troublesome part of researching this thesis
the lack of sources overall. It was even difficult for me to find sources in Italian, it seems like
most discourse about Italy is written in English or French. Though I heavily sourced from
academic journals, I found that the most useful information was found on journalistic websites
like The New York Times or The New Yorker. T
 hese online articles became especially important
when I found myself behind constant paywalls in looking for the scholarly research I needed. It
is not accessible for the average person to pay over 50 dollars to rent an article for a 48 hour
period.
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V.

Italian Politics Post-1945
After Mussolini was murdered along with his mistress, Clara Petacci in northern Italy

near Lake Como, their bodies along with the bodies of other high ranking government fascists
were transported down to Milan and hung upside down in Piazza Loreto, exactly how some
fifteen anti-fascists were executed and displayed shortly before Mussolini’s own execution.
Though Hitler committed suicide a mere fortnight later and that Japan officially surrendered later
that year, the violence in Italy did not cease until late 1946. The purging of fascists did not end
with Mussolini and other high ranking officials, Italian peasants and townspeople took justice
into their own hands and executed up to 15,000 fascists in local and regional governments and
fascist sympathizers and collaborators were publicly shamed and embarrassed. Though, in the
midst of these purges, a new political party, the Christian Democrats, led by Alcide de Gasperi,
the final prime minister of the Kingdom of Italy, rose to power.
Post-1861, after Italy’s unification, all the regional kingdoms merged into one
conglomeration, the Kingdom of Italy, which was ruled by the House of Savoy until the last
actual king, Victor Emmanuel III abdicated the throne and was exiled from the country. King
Victor Emmanuel III’s son, King Umberto II was also technically on the throne before the exile,
but it was only for a month before the Italian people voted against the monarchy and the country
became a democratic republic utilizing a parliamentary system of government. The Christian
Democrats became the prominent political party of postwar Italy. They were backed by
American arms and financial aid until they slowly lost power and parliament majority in the
mid-1950s. The reason why Italy went through so many political parties and leaders until the mid
1990s due to their proportional electoral system. In order for different factions, which were
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constantly increasing in number, to receive appropriate parliamentary representation, there had to
be a constant change in politics. Also, as these new factions branched out they gained differing
levels of popularity, so the demand that came with that popularity would then propel these
factions to short-lived governance until the cycle began again.
In the late 1950s, Italy began to rapidly industrialize and started producing basic
consumer goods as well as luxury goods like clothing, accessories, and high end automobiles.
Many widely recognizable Italian fashion houses and luxury automobile manufacturers like
Valentino, Fiorucci, Missoni, and Lamborghini were founded during this economic boom. Along
with those industrial feats, thousands of miles of highways and roads were constructed in Italy
connecting the north to the south as well as connecting small villages and towns to nearby larger
cities - thus leading to migration and expansion. Yet with mechanization and industrialization
comes a price. Many seasonal labor jobs and small farming jobs in the countryside disappeared.
Sharecroppers and per diem farm workers became obsolete, especially in the north. Many of the
people who did these jobs either got full time jobs in factories or increased mechanization
allowed for machines to do basic farm tasks like cultivation, thereby allowing farmers to take
over the tasks they would’ve typically hired per diem or day laborers for. Yet, while the north
continued to grow and flourish, Italy’s economic problems in the southern regions of the country
became even more dire.
In 1950, the average household income in the south was only half of the average
household income in the north. Even today, the average income per capita in the south, starting
south of Lazio is about forty percent of the average income per capita in the north, especially in
places like Milan or Turin (City Metric). Since the south was so poor, many southerners who
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could afford to migrate did. Many moved to the north looking for factory jobs or they even
moved to different countries like Argentina or the United States. Though there were attempts to
revitalize the south, namely by the Southern Development Fund, which was a government
program aimed at creating factories, schools, roads, water sources, and electrical plants, few of
these initiations actually took off. Many of the factories failed and even the ones that survived
are failing in the current day. These factories tended to be wildly expensive with little return and
also usually failed to employ much local labor. This abject poverty led to wide-scale migration to
the north thus virtually doubling the population of some cities. Rome especially grew massive
and became surrounded by ghettos and low-cost housing, the areas of which became known as la
periferia which translates exactly to “the periphery.” Many residents in these areas had to resort
to crime to make a living, many women living in these ghettos became prostitutes while young
men would sell drugs or become thieves.
Italy finally found its economic footing in the early 1970s when the country’s birth rate
dropped dramatically. There were many reasons for this, namely the country’s slow
liberalization. Birth control became readily available especially to urbanities. Women became
better educated and employed, thereby allowing them lives away from being mothers and
homemakers. In fact, in 1970 Italy finally legalized divorce under the direction of the Radical
Party despite much opposition from Christian Democrats, so women stuck in abusive or unhappy
marriages were able to leave their husbands. In 1978, abortion was legalized for all women
above the age of 18 with very few restrictions, sans one huge caveat. To this day if a doctor does
not wish to perform an abortion he or she has the legal right to refuse to perform the procedure.
As Italy is so stratified both economically and socially, young women in the south are
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disproportionately affected by this caveat (European Data Journalism). A
 s divorce, common law
partnerships, abortion, and contraceptives all became more popular, church attendance began to
decrease incrementally, especially in more industrious areas, i.e. the northern regions. Politically
the Catholic church began to lose a lot of its power as Catholic unions and coalitions faced a
steep drop in membership and in 1985 when a new socialist-leaning government came into
power Roman Catholicism ceased to be the state religion of Italy. This was not anything new, in
fact, leading up to 1985, the Christian Democrats were slowly losing their power in the national
government.
Leading into the early 1980s the Christian Democrats were incredibly weakened by
factional disputes, internal turmoil, and political scandals. In fact, for the first time in decades,
they were forced to relinquish the seat of prime minister to the socialist party. Near the end of the
1980s, the Italian economy became so bloated with debt that it exceeded their yearly GDP. Oil
prices rose exponentially which devastated the country’s growing industrial sector, especially in
the destitute south which had few factories and even fewer that were successful enough to have
afforded the rising oil prices. To supplement this poverty the south thereby continued to develop
a crime economy which employed vast amounts of youth that would otherwise be unemployed.
The Christian Democrats continued to lose more and more favor each election and by 1993 it had
rebranded as the Italian Popular Party, which then shortly dissolved and its members spread to
smaller coalitions like Lega Nord (Northern League), Forza Italia, and National Alliance.
These small leagues became immensely politically powerful as they replaced massively
formally influential political parties due to a massive bribery scandal in 1992 that implicated all
of the major political parties as well as their leaders. Many of these leaders went to prison or fled
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the country like the former Socialist prime minister, Bettino Craxi. This would not be the last
political scandal to strike Italy, as about fifteen years later Silvio Berlusconi, the prime minister
at the time and the leader of Forza Italia got caught in his own sex scandal involving
inappropriate relations with underage girls and prostitutes. This scandal coupled with the height
of the recession sent unemployment rates skyrocketing as well as the value of the Euro
plummeting. Inflation crept up, as did property tax and taxes on gas. The general unrest this
caused led to the current most popular party, the Five Star Movement. Il Movimento Cinque
Stelle, or the Five Star Movement, became a haven for the poor and jobless in Italy, most notably
in the rural south. The Five Star Movement, currently led by Luigi Di Maio, the Minister of
Foreign Affairs, is known as populist, anti-establishmentarian, anti-globalist (read: xenophobic),
and anti-European Union. The parties immense popularity is rooted in the Italian peoples’
general disillusionment and dissatisfaction with the government and governmental policies. The
poor are immeasurably angry that they are poor and the government does nothing to help them
(Brittannica).

a. Effect of Italian Politics on Religiosity and Social Norms
The Christian Democratic Party remained in power for decades after World War II and
only began to lose steam in the early 1990s. According to Leonardo Paggi, the Catholic tradition
served as a sort of catalyst in changing what people thought a state government could be.

“... the Italian Christian tradition displayed an extraordinary capacity to offer a
convincing alternative to the totalitarian logic of fascist dictatorship: anti-statism and
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the categorical refusal of any kind of expropriation of the prerogatives of civil society;
peace and antimilitarism; the rejection of any kind of mass mobilization; a profound
sense of privacy rooted in a growing tendency to pit family values against state intrusion;
social solidarity, as well as a free hand in participating in individual entrepreneurial
initiative, in line with what was essentially a laissez-faire economic program” (Paggi,
105).

For Italians, the most important and more sought after part of post-war life became the social
protection provided to citizens under various systems of law. As Paggi writes, the Italian
peasantry was tired of being “second class citizens” (pp. 109). This is a fear that has lived with
Italians to this day. That fear of losing one’s status especially in one’s own country has led to the
rise of the Cinque Stelle and other populist parties. In the wake of WWII and Italy’s break with
fascism, came a very modern idea of personhood and human rights wrapped up within the
concept of family and community. There was no such American ideal of extreme individualism
and competition, but there was a brewing concept of those “family values” mentioned in the
quote above. Until recently most Italian corporations were and still are family owned and ran,
namely most of the luxury fashion houses, luxury automobile brands, and chocolatiers (AIDAF).
Italian reliance on family and family values and morality coinciding with the decades-long
prominence of the Christian Democratic Party is not a coincidence.
Catholicism does nothing if it does not promote family values. These family values prize
“togetherness” despite maltreatment and disrespect. The Italian ideal, especially in the modern
world purview, is about image and honor. A family is only as strong as the reputations of its
members. Though Paggi does not explicitly write this, the emphasis on family and morality in
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post-WWII Italy is incredibly dependent on the role of the homemakers in a family.
Homemakers as in the wives, daughters, and mothers who cook, clean, and childrear. A father,
son, or husband can come and go as he please, his transgressions are his own - he does not
represent his family as a whole, he is seen as his own person. The women in the family represent
the family as a whole. Any mistake by them can bring shame on their family forever. Hence the
emphasis on purity, virginity, and piety for daughters. Until 1981, honor killings, in which a man
could murder his wife for having an affair or his sister or daughter for having premarital sex,
were punished much more leniently than other murders (Levy). A woman could be murdered for
having premarital sex, but a man can essentially do whatever he wants as long as he works a job
and provides for his family and himself. For Italians, a man fails when he cannot provide for his
family, but a woman fails when she cannot represent her family as a model of virtue and
integrity.

VI. Literature Review
A. Catholicism and its Survival in the 21st Century
As aforementioned in my limitations, there is a shortage in expansive literature directly
relating to the connection of the treatment of women in Italy along with the traditions, customs,
and practices directly relating to a sharp religious legacy. The gap in that research is what I hope
my thesis will attempt to fill, or make known as needing to fill, within Italian feminist scholars
and Italian religious scholars or hopefully Italian religious feminist scholars. The literature used
in this thesis is compiled vastly of journal articles from different religious research journals,
usually of European origin, that detail the extent of which Catholicism has burrowed itself into
Italy’s history and present day. Then those religious-research based articles are then compared to
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and juxtaposed with statistical analysis, news articles, and journal articles detailing and analyzing
domestic violence, sexual violence, financial violence, and general treatment of women in Italy
both north and south. This information tends to be a combination of both empirical evidence as
well as first-person narratives. I use these two different types of articles to support each other’s
theories and ultimately my research topic of how Catholicism influences and affects the
treatment of women in Italy and the continued prominence of the patriarchy in Italy.
My most prominent source for the examination of religious participation in Italy and its
societal effects is the article “Church Attendance and Religious Change in Italy, 1968-2010: A
Multilevel Analysis of Pooled Datasets” by Cristiano Vezzoni and Ferruccio Biolcati-Rinaldi.
This source is an incredibly important piece of my argument towards Italy’s remaining
stronghold on religion. As other European countries have become almost secular with rapidly
falling religious participation post-WWII, Italy’s religious participation has waned, but at rates
so low that they appear to fluctuate rapidly especially across regions, therefore it is almost too far
to say that Italy has had a meaningful decline in religious participation. Vezzoni and
Biolcati-Rinaldi conducted their study by measuring religiosity in terms of church attendance,
not only weekly church attendance, but church attendance for major religious rites like
sacraments and marriages. They then measured church attendance against other factors like
gender, age, education, and location in an attempt to explain disparities within their results. In
pooling together data as far back as 1968 as well as conducting their own research and surveys,
Vezzoni and Biolcati-Rinaldi determined that women have a much higher rate of religious
participation than men. Elderly people have a much higher rate of religious participation than
their younger counterparts - though this relationship is non-linear due to the forced religious
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participation in children by their parents that then fizzles out in young adulthood, but regains
strength in one’s early thirties. Those who are more highly educated have a lower rate of
religiosity compared to the lesser educated as well, but as shown in this article, that is also highly
dependent on locale in Italy. Northern Italians are generally more educated, more financially
well-off, and more industrious compared to the more poor, uneducated, and rural southern
Italians, which then for the northern Italians can lead to a less religious lifestyle due to lack of
time or care. Vezzoni and Biolcati-Rinaldi considered identifying Italy as having a small, but
noticeable incline in religious participation, but instead they came to the conclusion that while
small pockets of revitalization have appeared, Italy’s religious participation actually initially
decreased sharply, therefore leading them to conclude that Italy overall has actually had a
moderate decrease in religiosity especially compared to the sharp decline in religious
participation within western and northern Europe.
Along the same lines as Vezzoni and Biolcati’s research, the article “The Territorial
Articulation of Secularization in Italy: Social Modernization, Religious Modernization” by Luca
Diotallevi uses a more analytical rather than statistical approach to understanding the stronghold
Catholicism maintains over Italy. Diotallevi first outlines the context of religiosity and what that
means on both a personal and community level and then uses that context to examine how likely
the very institutional of the church is to adapt in a modernizing world. Diotallevi initially divides
Italy into three major areas, the north, the south, and the center and compares them along
economic lines (pp. 80-81). As aforementioned, as you travel further south, the more poor, rural,
and ultimately conservative the country becomes. The more north you go, the more industrious,
urban, and liberal the country becomes. The north is much more secular than the south and even
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central Italy, which is home to the country’s most liberal and rich cities Rome and Florence, so it
is not surprising that Diotallevi ultimately concludes that the Catholic church is going to have
massive issues conforming to a 21st century modernized, liberal society. It is almost impossible
for the Catholic church to revolutionize itself at the same speed that modern society and
technology is revolutionizing (pp. 104-105).
A short article by Franco Garelli called “The Church and Catholicism in contemporary
Italy,” essentially reiterates the argument that Vezzoni and Biolcati make - though religious
participation in Italy is waning it still remains a massive part of Italian tradition, ritual, and
everyday lifestyle. Compared to other European countries, Italy still has a remarkable amount of
regularly practicing Catholics and an incredible portion of the popular at the very least would
consider themselves to be non-practicing Catholics, or perhaps spiritual rather than devout. This
is nothing new, but Garelli makes a very interesting point when he writes that the idea of Italy’s
stronghold on Catholicism in the modern age is nothing but propaganda, essentially, from the
Catholic church trying to maintain its influence.
“Among the leading figures of the secular, non-believing world, however, there are
many more critics of a Catholic presence that seems to work as a lobby in Italian society,
a lobby that tends to preserve its position of privilege in a country where religious
pluralism is a growing presence, a lobby that continues to consider the country Catholic
even though it is made up of diverse religious and cultural sensibilities, a country in
which the very affirmation of ‘Catholic’ identity takes on spurious or instrumental
meanings” (pp. 4).
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Garelli goes on to call practitioners of Catholicism a vocal and influential minority, but
ultimately they are just that - a minority. He does not deny that Catholicism still influences
Italians and pervades many aspects of everyday life apart from religion, but much like Diotallevi,
he does not think there is a place for Catholic institutions as we know them in the modern world.
B. “Women Problems”
The article “Gender violence and sexism in Italy: norms, control, and sexuality” by
Caterina Peroni uses two very different cases to examine violence against women and how they
are thought of by the general Italian public as well as Italian feminists. Peroni purposefully
chooses to compare the reaction of the Italian public, press, and government to the rape and
murder of Giovanna Reggiani and their reaction to former Prime Minister, Silvio Berlusconi’s
sex scandals, namely his bunga bunga parties, adultery, and frequent use of prostitutes both
underage and not. Peroni begins by explaining that Giovanna Reggiani was a 47 year old “well
respected woman,” a wife of a decorated Naval veteran who was tragically raped and murdered
as she exited a train station on her way home from shopping. The main suspect in her case
happened to be a recent Romanian immigrant. Instantly the then-President of Italy, Giorgio
Napolitano, signed a “decree,” similar to an American executive order, allowing for the instant
deportation of any non-Italian EU-citizen who is judged to be a detriment to public safety (pp. 3).
Though one Romanian committed this crime, instantly every Romanian and any other foreigner
was considered to be potentially dangerous. Anyone of any culture could’ve raped and murdered
Giovanna Reggiani. As this thesis makes clear, the biggest threat to Italian women are Italian
men. An Italian man could have easily been the one to murder Reggiani, but this time it wasn’t
an Italian man.
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In fact, Peroni does one better and instantly introduces Berlusconi as an example of a
dangerous Italian man. Though this will be further detailed in my case studies, in 2010 the
then-Prime Minister of Italy, Silvio Berlusconi was embroiled in a sex scandal of massive
proportions. It was revealed that he would throw sex parties also called “bunga bunga parties”
for him and his friends and would employ countless prostitutes, many of them minors.
Berlusconi was not punished for this, in fact, he was lauded by other men as a sex-God and the
pinnacle of virilty. Berlusconi was actually punished more for evading taxes than for employing
child prostitutes. Peroni argues that in the Italian purview there are “good” victims deserving of
justice and respect like Giovanna Reggiani, and “bad” victims who are not considered good
enough to warrant justice, like Ruby Rubacuori. There are “good” women and “bad” women. If a
“good” woman is murdered, it is a national tragedy and the punishment will be far more
detrimental than the crime, but if a “bad” woman is murdered or abused or raped, there will be
no punishment because there was no crime.
Following Peroni’s examination of Berlusconi, I would like to examine the New Yorker
article, “Basta Bunga Bunga: Have Italians had enough of Silvio Berlusconi and the culture he
embodies?” written by Ariel Levy. In between writing about Berlusconi, Levy examines the
Italian phenomenon of machilismo, or toxic masculinity as we would call it in the United States.
Italian men are coddled and raised to expect their future wives to do all the cleaning, cooking,
and childrearing. “The average Italian woman does twenty-one hours of housework a week,
while the average man does four.” There is preoccupation with motherhood in Italian society.
Mothers are the only women that are respected in Italian culture and that is because they are not
seen as fully human. Levy writes that even Berlusconi loves his mother. Italian women know this
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and they are rebelling by not having children. If they never allow themselves to become mothers,
they force men to have to view them as real people and not as a baby incubator or an easy
sex-partner.

VII. Case Studies
A. Historical Overview of Catholicism
Though Italy has officially been a secular country since 1984 when it eliminated
Catholicism as its official religion, Catholicism has maintained its stronghold over Italy as a
monumental source power and sphere of influence. Italy was Catholic long before the country
technically existed. Rome officially became the capital of Italy in 1871 and thereforth continued
its rich artistic and religious history in the political, geographical, and economical center of the
country. When Pope Gregory XI returned to Rome in 1377 from years of living in Avignon,
France, all the Popes after him have made their political, religious, and physical homes in Rome.
Unsurprisingly, the vast majority of those Popes have been Italian by birth as well. Save for the
current Pope and the two Popes before him. The vast majority (85.6%) of Italy is Christian and
78.9% of those Christians are Catholic. Following that with the second largest population
(11.7%) being non-religious, agnostic, or atheist. Then following along with a mere 2.6% are
Muslims due to a growing immigrant population (Eurostat). A
 lso even with 85.6% being a
massive percentage, an even greater 96% of the country was baptized Christian or Catholic
(Eurostat). So, even as Italians today are not incredibly religiously practiced they still find
importance in traditional Catholic sacraments like baptism, communion, and confirmation - there
is a need for one’s children to conform to the very basic pillars of religion even if they wish to
not be actively involved in the church. Therefore, Catholicism still remains majorly ingrained in
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Italian culture and traditions even as religious involvement in the country continues to decrease
overall.
As Franco Garelli examines religion in his 2011 article, “From Catholic Hegemony to
Pluralism The Transformation of Religion and Public Life in Italy since 1945” he points out that
as you look at religion in sociological terms each and every religion carries a “particular vision
of life and the world.” He also goes on to explain that religious groups do their best to promote
certain behavior and exercise their influence in various sectors of society especially by which it
interacts with “cultural functions and social dynamics” that then later interact with other events
and developments that then influences other social systems like education, politics, economics,
and reproductional/familial status quos or traditions present in society. One extremely prominent
example of religion infiltrating cultural and social functions would be the dominance of religious
holidays in Italian society. La Epifania or the epiphany on the sixth of January, biblically when
the three wise men came with gifts of gold, frankincense, and myrrh is a massive holiday for
Italians, it is even more important than Christmas day. La Epifania is also the day where the
feminine Italian version of Santa Claus, Befana, comes to give the children presents or coal.
Though Christmas is hugely celebrated in America, the epiphany is largely ignored except by
certain ethic groups, usually more recent immigrants. In addition to La Epifania, massive
holidays and festivals in Italy are also religiously affiliated like Carnevale in Venice which is a
massive masked celebration culminating the day before Ash Wednesday to celebrate the forty
days of Lent before Easter. Then Pasqua and the day after, Pasquetta, meaning Easter and little
Easter, respectively, are massive days of feasting in order to celebrate Jesus Christ and his life,
death, and resurrection. Later in the year, on November 1st, the country celebrates Ognissanti,
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which is All Saint’s Day. These are national holidays, maybe not observed by all, but definitely
acknowledged by most as traditions that are historically and culturally important.
Much like how Italian national holidays are widely celebrated even by those who do not
consider themselves religious, the country’s famed renaissance artwork by the likes of
Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Caravaggio, and Botticelli are mostly influenced and based
upon biblical elements (Jones, 36). Similar to this much of Italy’s tourist attractions, especially in
the large cities are massive buomos and basilicas filled with beautiful artwork and statues of
Jesus, Mary, various Saints and Angels. Not to mention a huge draw of Rome, Saint Peter’s
Square outside Vatican City then leads into Saint Peter’s Basilica that houses the massive Pietà
of a sorrowful Mary holding Jesus’s body. Not to mention the Vatican Museum that leads into
Michelangelo’s great Sistine Chapel which attracts over five million people a year
(Catholicnews.com) Much like religion infiltrates touristic and even daily life in Rome in its
constant presence. Echoing back to Garelli, that same presence is also found in the Italian
government, education, common social actions and pastimes, and even in medicine.
As aforementioned, Italy has historically been and still is a deeply Catholic country
though as most developed countries it has a rapidly declining rate of religious participation in the
modern years following a slow decline of religious participation traditionally after WWII,
usually a time of great prosperity for the allied powers. After Italy’s twenty years of the
“Economic Miracle,” Catholic participation began to decrease, likely because of an overall
increase in income, especially in the more industrious cities like Rome and Milan. In their study
on Italian Catholic participation, Cristiano Vezzoni and Ferruccio Biolcati-Rinaldi point out that
there is a social desirability among Italians to have or appear to have a strong connection with
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God by attending church. They found a disparity of about 73% between Venetians who claim to
go to church every Sunday and Venetians who actually go to church every Sunday (pp. 105).
There is a desire to appear as a “good Catholic” especially to those around you, even so much so
that one is motivated to lie, the very act which would not make one a “good Catholic.” Further
on, Vezzoni and Biolcati-Rinaldi go on to explain that within the theory of increased secularity
there is a massive contradiction present in the case of Italy.
As aforementioned while other European countries have become almost secular with
their rapidly falling religious participation post-WWII, Italy’s religious participation has waned,
but ultimately stayed strong. This would explain Vezzoni and Biolcati-Rinaldi’s strong data
pointing towards a slight upswing in religiosity, but as they explain in their text, there is a benefit
to lying in reporting a constant religiosity in a society which not only prizes, but expects a degree
of religiosity, especially amongst women (pp. 110). Besides over reporting church attendance,
there are also a number of other factors that make up Italy’s non-regressive church attendance,
namely the disparity in Catholic participation between the young and the old, the poor and the
rich, level of education, and rural and urban living.
As Vezzoni and Biolcati-Rinaldi used the age interval of 18 to 70 for their research, they
observed a “nonlinear relationship between age and church attendance” (pp. 110). Though
children are generally considered to have a higher rate of religious participation most likely due
to their parents, once they receive the obligate sacraments of Communion and Confirmation,
religious participation tends to steeply drop until stable adulthood around 30 years old. This is
likely due to increased religious uncertainty and doubt during adolescence as well as a focus on
education and career building. At 30 years old, usually most people have a career in progress and
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are either getting married or having children - therefore triggering increased religious
participation as they take their children to church and CCD classes in which they begin the
motions to complete certain sacraments. Also, usually as people get older they become more
conservative and especially more religious - fearing the inevitability of death and the uncertainty
of the afterlife. The increased religious participation of the elderly is also compounded by region
and within that compounded by socioeconomic class and level of education. The elderly are
usually assumed to be retired and therefore have much less money than their younger
counterparts. They have less money to go out to eat with their friends or to go on vacation or do
other activities which cost money. Going to church on Sunday is not only free, but it also builds
friendships and encourages socialization. This is specifically notable within the south as the
people there, especially the elderly, tend to be much more impoverished than northern Italians.
Not only is church a social activity for elderly Italians, but it can also be a place of safety
for young Italians, especially those who are involved in organized crime or who struggle with
addiction due to an unfortunate home life. When I was in Rome this summer, I attended an NA
(narcotics anonymous) meeting with a family friend who has been sober for thirty-six years. The
meeting took place in the basement of a church and was an “open” meeting. Anyone was
allowed to go. They could sit in and share or they could listen. This was not one of the English
meetings they typically have in Rome for Americans and other foreigners, but it was conducted
completely in the Italian language. Though the people there typically spoke too rapidly for me to
fully understand, I was able to read the list of rules. They emphasized a dependency on a higher
power - not necessarily God, but whatever you choose to believe in. Lots of young people were
there, some sober for years, some just for a few months, and others having recently relapsed.
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From what I could make out, NA meetings served as a safe space or even an escape from their
daily lives. Many of them, including my family friend, have made life-long friendships and
created surrogate families from their time in “the rooms.” Though “the rooms” is a colloquial
term for narcotics anonymous, the actual word “rooms” is a reference to the church basement
rooms in which the meetings take place. So, the church does not only serve as a place of
worship, but also a place to socialize and bond.

B. Historical and Modern Overview of Italy’s Treatment of Women
Like in many countries around the world, women’s rights have made massive strides in
the last few centuries and especially in the last few decades. In the middle ages and the
pre-modern era, unsurprisingly they weren’t allowed to own property and many common Italian
women were not educated nor were they considered valid producers of artwork or music learned and aristocratic female artists were barely tolerated or valued at the time as well. Even
after the Risorgimento, Italian women were not allowed to vote in state or local elections until
1925 in the facist regime. Then after WWII ended in 1945, women were allowed to vote in state
and federal elections, as well as the right to run for elected public office. Then in the 1970s
divorce, abortion, and family laws began to be regulated and implemented. Though in the same
period the Italian penal code exonerated rapists who married their victims and also supported
honor killings - the murdering of women in the family for illicit sexual acts, even including rape,
in order to keep the family’s honor, i.e. the purity of their women. This was not even officially
condemned by the Italian supreme court until 2007. Though these honor killings are now widely
considered illegal, violence against women still remains a massive issue in the Italian purview.
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According to Anna Momigliano’s in her article, “Italy’s views on violence against
women are finally changing,” in the Washington Post “the term ‘honor killing’ is hardly used
anymore in Italy, but the difference between ‘honor killings’ and ‘crimes of passion’ is in name
only, said Dietrich Oberwittler, a German sociologist. “In concrete cases the distinction is very
difficult to make. Killing women who ‘misbehave,’ by leaving their partners or being unfaithful,
is always about the male control of female sexuality.” Violence against women proves to be a
current problem as the number of cases of domestic violence, sexual assault, and even femicide
increase while cases of other violent crime decrease. “Since the beginning of the 1990s, the
number of men-on-men homicide has diminished, while the number of women murdered by men
has increased. A report on femicide based on information provided by the Italian media indicates
that in 2010 as many as 127 women were murdered by men. Of these, 70 per cent were Italian
and 76 per cent of the perpetrators were also Italian” (United Nations Report, 2012). It is not that
women do not go to the authorities with their assaults, it is that they are not taken seriously. In
more than one third of cases where a woman has been murdered by her husband she had already
gone to the police (Pianigiani). I taly even disassembled its Ministry for Equal Opportunities in
2013 and left all its policies for women’s rights, equal pay, and ending gender-based violence in
limbo. According to Momigliano’s article there is also this culture of “passionate love” in Italy
and much of southern Europe in which there is an expectation of passionate love and a
possessive partner, but that can then lead to domestic violence and crimes spurred on by
misplaced feelings of jealousy.
This so-called “passion” driven possession extends from the idea of ownership over a
woman’s mind and soul to the ownership of her body as well. Italian abortion law has the
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pretense of a woman’s choice to terminate their pregnancies, but that ostensible autonomy is then
rendered null due to Italy’s “conscientious objection” caveat. As aforementioned, Italy gives the

(European Data Journalism)
legal right to any healthcare professional to refuse to perform abortions for any reason. Though
these healthcare professionals must declare their status as a conscientious objector in advance,
the amount of gynecologists who are declared objectors is absolutely astronomical. According to
European Data Journalism, as of 2016 a whopping 70.9 percent of healthcare professionals are
filed as conscientious objectors. This number has only gone up over the years, which is directly
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opposed to the country’s general downward trend of practiced religiosity. To add insult to injury,
not only do 71 percent of the professionals who are trained to give abortions refuse to do so, but
only 60 percent of the hospitals in Italy are equipped to perform abortions.
Not only are women extremely limited in options for abortion, they are also limited in
time. Women who wish to terminate their pregnancies only have twelve weeks to do so. This
becomes an incredible time crunch as many women, usually from rural areas, have to travel to
different regions or even countries to obtain an abortion. It becomes incredibly expensive and
time consuming for a young working class woman to traverse regional and national lines in order
to have control over her own body. This then leads to increased numbers of “clandestine,” i.e.
illegal abortions which can cause immense health problems and death. This all leads back to
systemic oppression of women and violence against them. As illustrated in the graphic above, the
percentage of conscientious objectors does not vary wildly across the different regions of Italy.
Instead the percentage of objectors in the north and the south are within twenty percent of each
other. This belies a deeper level of discrimination against women in the Italian purview. These
objections are not truly based within practiced religiosity. If they were, then northern Italy would
have almost no objectors while southern Italy would virtually ban abortion completely.
In the article, “Even where abortion is legal, access is not granted,” by Paola Tamma uses
a first hand account from young Italian woman named Giulia who hails from the northern region
of Veneto, home of the beautiful sinking city, Venice. Giulia herself was denied an abortion by
every single hospital in Veneto that is authorized to perform abortions and only granted an
appointment once she contacted her work union which campained for her right to an abortion. A
gynecologist which Tamma interviews by the name of Silvana Agatone directly points to this
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phenomenon as straight-forward discrimination shrouded in a cloak of criminalization. Agatone
says that "the non-objector is seen as a criminal, not like a doctor with a great civil sense.
Everyone basks in the fact that since he is a non-objector, they can treat him badly, and nobody
helps him." So, according to Agatone it is not necessarily that every objector is against abortion,
but that they are essentially pressured into refusing the service. They are looked at as murderers
or at the very least, complicit in the murder of a “child.” Women like Giulia become trapped, not
only by stigma of abortion, but by the government limiting their options and essentially forcing
them to carry the fetuses to term. The limit on abortion serves its ultimate purpose as a
punishment for sexual activity. There is this idea that if a woman chooses to be sexually active
outside of marriage or outside of a relationship which is stable enough to raise a child, that she
must pay for her transgressions.
As stringent abortion laws are one way to punish the sexually active, another way is to
publically stifle and defame victims of sexual assault and domestic violence. Though the #metoo
movement began with Italian actress Asia Argento speaking out against Hollywood film
producer Harvey Weinstein,her own country has shunned her and received the movement with a
lukewarm response at best (Masterson). Her interview with journalist Ronan Farrow led to
dozens of additional women coming forward about their abuse from Weinstein as well as other
Hollywood producers, directors, and actors. In the United States #metoo has had noticeable
effects, abusers have been fired and even blacklisted by the industry and in some cases like
Harvery Weinstein or Bill Cosby they have been arrested and will be facing or are already
serving jail time.

C. The Case of Berlusconi and his “Bunga Bunga” Parties
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As mentioned previously, a massive political scandal directly involving Silvio
Berlusconi, became national news in the fall of 2010. It was revealed that Berlusconi along with
his friends, usually TV executives or other high ranking Italian politicians, had taken part in
infamous “Bunga Bunga” parties which were sex parties that Berlusconi would host with
himself, his friends, and a large circle of underage prostitutes. Though Berlusconi had been an
unapologetic billionaire womanizer flaunting his money and women all throughout the 2000s,
the general public’s opinion, or rather, the opinion of Italian women, began to change with
“Ruby-gate.” Though Berlusconi denies this, it was widely believed that he had been paying for
sex with a teenaged belly dancer named Karima el Mahroug, better known by her stagename
Ruby Rubacuori, meaning heart-stealer in English. Despite giving her tens of thousands of euros,
Berlusconi claimed that these were random generous acts of kindness rather than a payment for
sex. Similar to the cases of Harvey Weinstein and Bill Cosby in the U.S., after “Ruby-gate”
broke, dozens of other women told the Italian press about their own experience with Berlusconi
and his “bunga bunga” parties. Ideally Berlusconi would’ve been absolutely lambasted for not
only having highly illicit sex parties with prostitutes, but also taking advantage of and paying a
minor for sex. Yet instead of being adequately punished, many Italians of both sexes, made it
clear that they viewed Berlusconi as an unprecedented sex god.
In the aforementioned New Yorker article, “Basta Bunga Bunga” written by Ariel Levy,
she quotes a 76 year old Berlusconi supporter by the name of Michele Lecce who says, “If a
woman comes with no clothes on, with her tits showing, you can’t say he has committed
violence… You guys are all gay! We have the men who fuck! I see you are a girl - I want to kiss
you! This is nature!” For Lecce, and many other Italian men, it does not matter whether or not a
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woman has consented to a kiss or any other sexual act. Women exist for the gratification of men.
To Lecce, to Berlusconi, and to other men like them, women do not exist beyond their looks and
availability for sexual gratification.
Later on in the article Levi describes, a situation in which a well known left-wing female
politician, Rosy Bindi, appeared on a talk show to demonstrate her support of a court ruling that
would oppose a new law intended to block high level officials like Berlusconi to be persecuted
while in office, and Berlusconi himself called in to tell Bindi, “You are increasingly more
beautiful than you are intelligent.” Immediately Bindi shot back with, “Presidente, I am not one
of the women at your disposal.” This comment instantly made her an enemy in the eyes of
Berlusconi supporters, but also a hero in the eyes of the Italian women who have spent years
protesting Berlusconi and his corruption. For his followers, it did not matter that Berlusconi was
cheating on his wife and destroying his family. It did not matter that he was essentially sex
trafficking young girls for his parties. It did not matter that he has absolutely no respect or use
for women apart from having sex with them. Ultimately, Berlusconi is Italy’s very own Hugh
Hefner - admired for his virility and harem of young women, but instead of supervising a
pornography magazine, he was supposed to be running a country. A country that happens to be
majority female (Statista).

VII. Analysis and Discussion
Connection between Catholicism and Misogyny
From the outset it initially seems that the idea of Catholicism being the sole cause of
Italian misogyny is a bit of an overstatement. I admit, it was. In doing my research I struggled
with my hypothesis every single day. I couldn’t find the information I wanted. Nothing was
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wrapped up for me in a scholarly research article with a little bow. Yet, as I continued
researching I gained a lot of insight on other factors, besides religion, that can lead to unbridled
misogyny and violence: namely poverty, unemployed, and almost systemic depression. Now,
according to my general findings, religion is still a strong, unwavering factor in the oppression of
Italian-women. As aforementioned, in Italy there is a strong emphasis on motherhood and
married life, undoubtedly because the most important female role in the bible is just that - a
mother and a caretaker. If you don’t fall into motherhood you are then relegated to one of two
options, the unmarried whore, like Mary Magdalene, or the unmarried spinster, unlovable. A lot
of women are forced into the role of mother and caretaker because to them there could be
nothing worse than being a prostitute or being alone.
Not to mention, a lot of women are forced into the role of motherhood because of the
sheer difficulty of getting an abortion in Italy. I think the most important part of my research was
discovering that a mere 29% of doctors in Italy are willing to perform abortions and only 60% of
hospitals in Italy are equipped for the procedure. This is not solely due to the conservatism of the
south either. Roughly the same percentage of doctors in the north as in the south refuse to
perform abortions. There is no reason for this other than religion-based morality. The doctors
refuse to perform abortions because of the religious belief that a fetus in the womb has a soul therefore aborting the fetus would be murder just as if someone kill a human adult on the street.
The doctors who refuse to perform abortions are not only committing a religion-fueled act of
violence, but they are also purposefully punishing the women who come see them for daring to
be sexually active. Like Peroni said in her article, there is an idea of a “good” victim and a “bad”
victim. The same goes for women looking for abortions. The “good” patient would be a young
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girl who was raped - she did not intend to be sexually active and is pregnant against her will. The
“bad” patient would be a sexual active young woman having casual sex without protection. It is
unfortunate that experiencing horrific lifelong trauma is the only way to receive appropriate
medical care.
Similar to their bewildering abortion laws, Italy also took until 1981 to properly outlaw
honor killings. If a woman cheated on her husband, or a man’s sister or daughter had sex before
marriage, they were allowed to kill her to keep their family’s honor. Obviously this “honor” is
deeply entrenched in religious morality. It is the same concept as banning abortion. Religious
scripture and leaders tell us that we must punish the evil woman. Eve was punished for eating the
forbidden fruit and leading Adam to damnation. Adam, a man, becomes a blameless figure in the
scenario. He had no choice but to listen to Eve, the seductress. Adam and Eve and with them the
rest of humanity were cast out of the Garden of Eden. Therefore, original sin and all of
humankind’s other problems on earth became the fault of Eve. The fault of a woman. Eve was
made from Adam’s rib. She became him, but lesser and then she transgressed humankind while
Adam remained innocent. This essentially implies that all women were created as companions
for men with all the aspects of male personhood, but lesser and weaker (Ruether, 85). This again,
is mirrored in the Berlusconi case. He, a man, remains blameless while Ruby Rubacuori and
other women shoulder all the blame, shame, and legal repercussions for doing their jobs, while
Berlusconi, ironically, was not doing his job.

IX. Conclusion
Though I initially set out to find conclusive evidence that Italy’s strong history of
Catholicism was the cause for its long-standing issue with women’s rights as well as the cause of
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violence against women perpetrated by men, I did not come to that conclusion as neatly and
clear-cut as I had hoped to. As mentioned previously, the connection between Catholicism and
domestic violence is especially harder to prove, especially when I realized that the regions that
were more Catholic and more abusive were also in poverty with astronomically high rates of
youth unemployment. Now that I have just about finished this project I realize that an idea for
another research paper would be to compare domestic violence in two different regions, one in
the north, maybe Piedmont, and one in the south, perhaps Calabria, and theorize that domestic
violence is wrought upon by poverty and years of destitution and even starvation in some
decades. It would be extremely specific and I would be able to compare the regions along both
economic and social lines.
Finally, to close out this project, I think it is important to acknowledge the strides that
women have made in Italy, the United States, and around the world in just the past year, but I
also think it is important to acknowledge that there is still much work to be done until women are
truly “equal” with men. Until women are represented proportionally in the government, in work
offices, as CEOs, as accountants, as doctors, what have you, we will never have adequate
representation and we will forever be stuck in the shadows of our fathers, spouses, and brothers.
We also must acknowledge the women who came before us and suffered so we could have a
better life. I am eternally grateful that I had the option to pursue a higher education that was
almost out of reach even for my own mother.
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